Abstruct-Here, we give an overview of some of the results of metamaterials, or ENG media with MNG materials [SI. our analysis on anomalous scattering Phenomena for structures Although the wave interaction with each slab by itself has its insights and ideas for potential applications.
judiciously pairing of such conjugate slabs may lead to an I. INTRODUCTION anomalous response, revealing resonance, complete tunneling, zero reflection and total transparency. A condition Metmaterials, i.e., materials with Unusual electromagnetic on the bilayer parameters for achieving these phenomena for designed inclusions into host media, have attracted a great condition for having ~y~~l transparency~7 for a propagating deal of attention in recent YearS. In Particular, a class of wave with any angle of incidence and for an evanescent handed (LH) in which both permittivity and also found [SI. It is worth noting that such conditions do not permeability have negative real Parts at a given frequency, depend on h e surrounding environment in which the bilayer [4] , we theoretically introduced the idea of ultra-thin sub-interface beween the two layers. using equivalent wavelength one-dimensional (1 -D) cavity resonators in transdssjon-line models, m h e r insights and a justification slab of conventional medium (i.e., "double-positive (DPS)" given, and salient features such as the sensitivity to the relation of such a cavity would not depend on the sum of thicknesses of the interior materials filling the cavity, as it DPS) materials, but instead it depends on their ratio. We later extended this work to the analyses of parallel-plate ; 1 5 p 1 0 [6] , guided modes in open DNG slab waveguides, and mode coupling between open DNG and DPS slab waveguides [7] . We have also verified analogous phenomena in studying involving metamaterial layers, and we provide some physical usual features, it can be that the juxtaposition and properties that may be constructed by embedding a given plane wave excitation is derived and a more stringent metamaterial& known as the double-negative (DNG) Or left-wave with the Same frequency impinging On the bilayer is have become the subject of study in W&us research groups is put, but only on the materials employed, since they are worldwide (see, e.g., [11-[41)-In one of OUT previous based on an ''interface resonance" present on the plane which a layer of DNG medium was paired with a parallel for the field behavior in these resonant pairs of structures are medium). In that work, we showed that the dispersion materid parameters, slab thicknesses, dissipation, and angle are explored. Another class of problems somewhat related to the above topic is the role of metamaterials in increasing the wave transmission through sub-wavelength apertures in flat opaque perfectly electric conducting (PEC) screens. We have shown theoretically how the diffraction of wave by a subwavelength aperture on a flat metallic wall may be significantly modified in tern; of its radiation pattern and diffracted power, by covering the region around the aperture with suitably designed homogeneous metamaterial layers [9] . This phenomenon can be explained in terms of the leakywave properties of the metamaterial layers. An example of the field distribution in such a case at the resonance is depicted in Figure 2 , underlining the concentration of the magnetic field on the hole leading to the enhanced power transmission. 
IV. ANOMALOUS SCATTERTNG CROSS SECTION IN TI?W CYLINDRICAL AND SPHERICAL SHELLS
Some of the peculiar scattering properties of metamaterials can also be investigated in problems involving coaxial shells made of DNG andor SNG metamaterials. For instance, when we have an electrically thin cylindrical scatterer made of a conventional dielectric, it is well known that the radar cross section (or scattering width) of such a structure is low due to its electrically small radius. However, if the same structure with the same radius is formed by a pair of DNG-DPS coaxial layers (or a pair of ENG-MNG coaxial layers), a condition for the existence of anomalous scattering resonance peaks may be obtained. We have theoretically shown that the scattering coefficients may reach its resonant peak when specific ratios of the shell radii for this coaxial structure are achieved [lo], and this in principle does not depend on the value of the outer radius. In other words, although the circular cross section of such DPS-DNG or . ENG-MNG coaxial shells may be electrically very thin, its scattering width may become significantly large for certain specific ratio of radii. This is consistent with the sub-wavelength resonant scatterers whose physical cross sections are much smaller than the wavelength of operation, but for certain applications their scattering widths need to be large. It is also important to note that another set of ratio of radii for these DNG-DPS or ENG-MNG coaxial shells may provide certain opposite effects, namely, low scattering cross section, which can lead to reduction of radar cross section.
Similar phenomena can also be shown in the scattering from sub-wavelength concentric spheres. As in the cylindrical case, a suitably designed pairing of conjugate metamaterials may induce a significant increase in the radar cross section of electrically small concentric spheres made of proper combinations of metamaterials. Our theoretical analysis has shown, for instance, how an electrically small dielectric sphere, which conventionally has a small radar cross section, can provide very large scattering cross section when it is coated by some SNG metamaterials. Conversely, our theoretical investigation has revealed that for a dielectric sphere with certain scattering cross section, one may be able to reduce its cross section by putting an appropriate concentric layer of met'material layer either inside or outside the sphere. Figure 3 shows, as an example, the scattering peaks achievable with a suitable pairing of metamaterial shells in a tiny spherical particle.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we present a review of some of our theoretical results on unconventional scattering properties of structures containing metamaterial layers, and provide some physical insights into these findings.
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